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Genealogy[ edit ] Ruskin was the only child of first cousins. John James was born and brought up in
Edinburgh , Scotland, to a mother from Glenluce and a father originally from Hertfordshire. To save the
family from bankruptcy, John James, whose prudence and success were in stark contrast to his father, took on
all debts, settling the last of them in They shared a passion for the works of Byron , Shakespeare and
especially Walter Scott. Its language, imagery and stories had a profound and lasting effect on his writing.
Travel helped establish his taste and augmented his education. Tours took them to the Lake District his first
long poem, Iteriad, was an account of his tour [10] and to relations in Perth , Scotland. As early as , the family
visited France and Belgium. Their continental tours became increasingly ambitious in scope, so that in they
visited Strasbourg , Schaffhausen , Milan, Genoa and Turin , places to which Ruskin frequently returned. In
particular, he admired deeply the accompanying illustrations by J. Turner , and much of his art in the s was in
imitation of Turner, and Samuel Prout whose Sketches Made in Flanders and Germany he also admired.
Derwentwater" and published in the Spiritual Times August They show early signs of his skill as a close
"scientific" observer of nature, especially its geology. Ruskin was generally uninspired by Oxford and suffered
bouts of illness. Perhaps the keenest advantage of his time in residence was found in the few, close friendships
he made. His biggest success came in when at the third attempt he won the prestigious Newdigate Prize for
poetry Arthur Hugh Clough came second. But Ruskin never achieved independence at Oxford. His mother
lodged on High Street and his father joined them at weekends. In the midst of exam revision, in April , he
coughed blood, raising fears of consumption, and leading to a long break from Oxford. The twelve-year-old
Effie had asked him to write a fairy story. During a six-week break at Leamington Spa to undergo Dr. It
remains the most translated of all his works. He was galvanised into writing a defence of J. John James had
sent the piece to Turner who did not wish it to be published. It finally appeared in Both painters were among
occasional guests of the Ruskins at Herne Hill, and Denmark Hill demolished to which the family moved in
An electronic edition is available online. He explained that he meant "moral as well as material truth". For
Ruskin, modern landscapists demonstrated superior understanding of the "truths" of water, air, clouds, stones,
and vegetation, a profound appreciation of which Ruskin demonstrated in his own prose. He described works
he had seen at the National Gallery and Dulwich Picture Gallery with extraordinary verbal felicity. After the
artist died in , Ruskin catalogued the nearly 20, sketches Turner gave to the British nation. In , at the age of 26,
he undertook to travel without his parents for the first time. It provided him with an opportunity to study
medieval art and architecture in France, Switzerland and especially Italy. He drew inspiration from what he
saw at the Campo Santo in Pisa , and in Florence. He was particularly impressed by the works of Fra Angelico
and Giotto in San Marco , and Tintoretto in the Scuola di San Rocco but was alarmed by the combined effects
of decay and modernisation on Venice: Drawing on his travels, he wrote the second volume of Modern
Painters published April It was a more theoretical work than its predecessor. Ruskin explicitly linked the
aesthetic and the divine, arguing that truth, beauty and religion are inextricably bound together: Generally,
critics gave this second volume a warmer reception although many found the attack on the aesthetic orthodoxy
associated with Sir Joshua Reynolds difficult to take. Middle life â€” [ edit ] Effie Gray painted by Thomas
Richmond. She thought the portrait made her look like "a graceful Doll". The couple were engaged in
October. They married on 10 April at her home, Bowerswell, in Perth , once the residence of the Ruskin
family. Effie was too ill to undertake the European tour of , so Ruskin visited the Alps with his parents,
gathering material for the third and fourth volumes of Modern Painters. He was struck by the contrast between
the Alpine beauty and the poverty of Alpine peasants, stirring the social conscience that became increasingly
sensitive. The marriage, not consummated, later dissolved under discord and eventual annulment. The title
refers to seven moral categories that Ruskin considered vital to and inseparable from all architecture: All
would provide recurring themes in his work. Seven Lamps promoted the virtues of a secular and Protestant
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form of Gothic. It was a challenge to the Catholic influence of A. For Effie, Venice provided an opportunity to
socialise, while Ruskin was engaged in solitary studies. One of these troops, Lieutenant Charles Paulizza,
made friends with Effie, apparently with no objection from Ruskin. Her brother, among others, later claimed
that Ruskin was deliberately encouraging the friendship to compromise her, as an excuse to separate.
Meanwhile, Ruskin was making the extensive sketches and notes that he used for his three-volume work, The
Stones of Venice â€” It acted as a warning about the moral and spiritual health of society. Ruskin argued that
Venice had slowly deteriorated. Its cultural achievements had been compromised, and its society corrupted, by
the decline of true Christian faith. Instead of revering the divine, Renaissance artists honoured themselves,
arrogantly celebrating human sensuousness. The worker must be allowed to think and to express his own
personality and ideas, ideally using his own hands, not machinery. We want one man to be always thinking,
and another to be always working, and we call one a gentleman, and the other an operative; whereas the
workman ought often to be thinking, and the thinker often to be working, and both should be gentlemen, in the
best sense. As it is, we make both ungentle, the one envying, the other despising, his brother; and the mass of
society is made up of morbid thinkers and miserable workers. Now it is only by labour that thought can be
made healthy, and only by thought that labour can be made happy, and the two cannot be separated with
impunity. This was both an aesthetic attack on, and a social critique of the division of labour in particular, and
industrial capitalism in general. Ruskin came into contact with Millais after the artists approached him through
their mutual friend Coventry Patmore. Suffering increasingly from physical illness and acute mental anxiety,
Effie was arguing fiercely with her husband and his intense and overly protective parents, and seeking solace
with her own parents in Scotland. The Ruskin marriage was already fatally undermined as she and Millais fell
in love, and Effie left Ruskin, causing a public scandal. In April , Effie filed her suit of nullity , on grounds of
"non-consummation" owing to his "incurable impotency ," [46] [47] a charge Ruskin later disputed. Ruskin
did not even mention it in his diary. Effie married Millais the following year. The complex reasons for the
non-consummation and ultimate failure of the Ruskin marriage are a matter of continued speculation and
debate. Ruskin continued to support Hunt and Rossetti. During this period Ruskin wrote regular reviews of the
annual exhibitions at the Royal Academy under the title Academy Notes â€”59, He created many careful
studies of natural forms, based on his detailed botanical, geological and architectural observations. Originally
placed in the St. Such buildings created what has been called a distinctive "Ruskinian Gothic". A frequent
visitor, letter-writer, and donor of pictures and geological specimens, Ruskin approved of the mixture of
sports, handicrafts, music and dancing embraced by its principal, Miss Bell. In the s, Ruskin became involved
with another educational institution, Whitelands College , a training college for teachers, where he instituted a
May Queen festival that endures today. MP IV presents the geology of the Alps in terms of landscape
painting, and its moral and spiritual influence on those living nearby. His first were in Edinburgh, in
November , on architecture and painting. Individuals have a responsibility to consume wisely, stimulating
beneficent demand. The year also marked his last tour of Europe with his ageing parents, to Germany and
Switzerland. This involved Ruskin in an enormous amount of work, completed in May He would later claim
in April that the discovery of this painting, contrasting starkly with a particularly dull sermon, led to his
"unconversion" from Evangelical Christianity. His confidence undermined, he believed that much of his
writing to date had been founded on a bed of lies and half-truths. Unto This Last[ edit ] Whenever I look or
travel in England or abroad, I see that men, wherever they can reach, destroy all beauty. Cook and
Wedderburn, 7. Nevertheless, he continued to lecture on and write about a dazzlingly wide range of subjects
including art and, among many others, geology in June he lectured on the Alps , art practice and judgement
The Cestus of Aglaia , botany and mythology Proserpina, The Queen of the Air. He continued to draw and
paint in watercolours, and to travel widely across Europe with servants and friends. In , his tour took him to
Abbeville , and in the following year he was in Verona studying tombs for the Arundel Society and Venice
where he was joined by William Holman Hunt. Yet increasingly Ruskin concentrated his energies on fiercely
attacking industrial capitalism , and the utilitarian theories of political economy underpinning it. He repudiated
his eloquent style, writing now in plainer, simpler language, to communicate his message straightforwardly.
Life, including all its powers of love, of joy, and of admiration. That country is the richest which nourishes the
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greatest number of noble and happy human beings; that man is richest who, having perfected the function of
his own life to the utmost, has always the widest helpful influence, both personal, and by means of his
possessions, over the lives of others. Cook and Wedderburn, Just as he had questioned aesthetic orthodoxy in
his earliest writings, he now dissected the orthodox political economy espoused by John Stuart Mill , based on
theories of laissez-faire and competition drawn from the work of Adam Smith , David Ricardo and Thomas
Malthus. In his four essays, Unto This Last , Ruskin rejected the division of labour as dehumanising separating
labourer from his product , and argued that the "science" of political economy failed to consider the social
affections that bind communities together. Ruskin articulated an extended metaphor of household and family,
drawing on Plato and Xenophon to demonstrate the communal and sometimes sacrificial nature of true
economics. The essays were originally published in consecutive monthly instalments of the new Cornhill
Magazine between August and November and was published in a single volume in The press reaction was
hostile, and Ruskin was, he claimed, "reprobated in a violent manner".
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Jump to navigation Jump to search Unto This Last is an essay and book on economy by John Ruskin , first
published between August and December in the monthly journal Cornhill Magazine in four articles. Ruskin
says himself that the articles were "very violently criticized", forcing the publisher to stop its publication after
four months. Subscribers sent protest letters, but Ruskin countered the attack and published the four articles in
a book in May The book greatly influenced the nonviolent activist Mohandas Gandhi. The title is a quotation
from the Parable of the Workers in the Vineyard: I will give unto this last, even as unto thee. Is it not lawful
for me to do what I will with mine own? Is thine eye evil, because I am good? So the last shall be first, and the
first last: Rather than discuss the religious meaning of the parable, whereby the eleventh hour labourers would
be death-bed converts, or the peoples of the world who come late to religion, Ruskin looks at the social and
economic implications, discussing issues such as who should receive a living wage. This essay is very critical
of capitalist economists of the 18th and 19th centuries. In this sense, Ruskin is a precursor of social economy.
Because the essay also attacks the destructive effects of industrialism upon the natural world, some historians
have seen it as anticipating the Green movement. Didst not thou agree with me for a penny? Take that thine is,
and go thy way. I will give unto this last even as unto thee. If ye think good, give me my price; And if not,
forbear. So they weighed for my price thirty pieces of silver. Polak was sub-editor of the Johannesburg paper
The Critic. This, for that time, was quite revolutionary. Thus Gandhi created Phoenix Settlement.
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This Last on the.
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